There is a different way to lead,
a different way to converse,
and a different way to do business.
The world is a very different place with Millennials and bridging the gaps with XGen more
important now than ever. Combine this with the exciting new era of TEAL management that is
naturally emerging and blending a coach approach into every day conversations becomes an
absolute must. Navigational Conversations is a leadership programme that will help you become
equipped to understand people-stuff, lead powerfully, self-manage, grow emotional intelligence,
and develop confidence + capability with healthy game-changing conversations.

Here’s a quick glance at what we’ll touch on -

Navigational Conversations is a highly rated
global programme that

·

Recognise how to reduce draining toxic patterns

·

How easy it is to blend coaching into conversations

·

Listen to what’s really being said vs. jumping straight to
problem-solving

·

·

Powerfully influence the shift from micro-management
to collective, creative teams with strong values

·
·

·

How to communicate so you get your point across

·

How to respond rather than react

·

Bring about collaborative work cultures that naturally
empower and develop

·

Increase your confidence while handling defensive
reactions with ease during feedback

·

Work on yourself first to operate from a high-lining place

·

Plus more …

This leadership programme is customised for both the
younger generation and XGen. If you are titled as a leader or
not, you can absolutely take this current ceiling and make it
the next floors.

·

Builds effective communication and confidence with
teams, clients and your community
Develops robust problem-solving skills within others so
they feel valued contributing to solutions
Expands your emotional intelligence
Fuels collective creativity that goes a long way to
navigating TEAL leadership perspectives

Take this opportunity to move ahead and
stay there with our proven 3-phase 10-12
week programme
·

·

Get started with a 2-day workshop taking key steps
towards healthy contagious and empowering
conversations (16 hours)
Embed key behaviours and knowledge with a
transformational follow-up half-day workshop

PLUS
·
·

On-going support with 60 mins one2one
‘just-in-time’ coaching
Time between sessions to practice all you learn – giving
time to reflect, drive and assess progress

Check out locations and dates close to you at www.corenewalker.com/whats-on
Payment plan in two instalments makes this easily affordable.
Here’s to building and growing a healthy generation of new leaders!
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